
WORKING EXPERIENCE:

Software Developer at Anyways Here’s the Thing

2017~| New York, NY

Developing immersive experiences like VR games,
360 films, interactive spaces, and installations etc.

Working closely with project management as a
resource resource to finish tasks for projects.

Collaborate with internal and external teams to develop
modules, templates that are built to accommodate
graphics, content, and functionality, properly commented, 
documented and optimized for use within the target application.

Provide detailed technical guidance and support to clients.

Develop quick prototypes in order to test proof of concepts.

PProvide regular updates of progress to clients and the rest of the team.

Actively participate in the design process, contributing to every 
phase of the project and serving as a hands-on technology resource 
to help to shape the concept.

Learning new programming languages, SDKs and cutting-edge 
technologies for the inventive solution and problem-solving purpose.

Draft contracts and negotiate details with the client.

ResearchResearch Assistant at Parsons School of Design

2016~2017 | New York, NY

Research on immersive AR/VR/MR experiences.

Design and develop multiplayer VR action games and VR realtime 
strategy games.

Learn the trend and news about VR/AR by participating game, 
VR/AR related events like NYVR meetup, MS HoloHack-NYC
((won second prize), Playcrafting game expos, MIT Virtually
Reality Hackathon etc.

Design intern at Kenisahome

2015 | New Jersey, NJ

Improved the UX of the company’s website by implementing modular
design and new visual system resulted in a higher website traffic
and increased online sales.

SSimplified the process of assembling the company's key products for 
customers with 3D modelings and clarified step-by-step tutorials 
resulted in much higher selling rates.

Co-founder of Qing-Cheng

2013~2014 | Ji Nan City, China
  
Led the design of branding strategy, user experience, and visual 
ssystem for our online and offline platforms.

GEYAO
ZHANG

Phone: 917-345-5457
Email: me@zhanggeyao.com
Portfolio: https://www.zhanggeyao.com
Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/
geyao-zhang-20151ba1/geyao-zhang-20151ba1/

EDUCATION:

2014 ~ 2016 | Parsons School of Design, New York

                         MFA Design and Technology

2009 ~ 2013 | Northeastern University, China

                         BFA Graphic Design

2011 ~ 2012 | Northeastern Illinois University, Chicago

                                             Exchange student Fine Art Program 

SKILLS:

Game design and development

Unity3D and C# Programming

AR/VR/ design and developing experience(Vive, Rift, 

Google Cardboard, Hololens etc)

3D modeling in MAYA 

MMotion capture with Kinect

Javascript, CSS, HTML

SDK(AR.js, A-frame, MS-Kinect SDK, LeapMotion SDK etc)

Mobile performance experience

Creative coding(Openframeworks, Processing

Arduino, Python)

Graphic Design(Adobe Creative Suite)


